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Green Fashion Tradeshow: 
TheKeY.To ConsPiraCY 
20-22 Jan 2011 Columbiahalle berlin

The international fair for green fashion, sustainable lifestyle and culture,TheKeY.To has 
established itself firmly as part of the  berlin Fashion week programme and is already recognised 
as one of the most important platforms in the sector - The world of Green Fashion. 

during the berlin Fashion week TheKeY.To will be located just beside Tempelhof airport, 
presenting trend-setting alternatives to conventional mass-production: an exclusive portfolio 
consisting of well established and innovative brands of the growing sustainable fashion industry. 

The patron of this season’s TheKeY.To will be renate Künast, who is the top candidate of the 
Green Party “die Grünen” for the house of representatives 2011 election in berlin.

with a sustainability-check that is unique to the trade fair market TheKeY.To ensures 
transparency, credibility and exclusiveness in the selection of the brand portfolios. all brands 
are checked with regards to use of sustainable materials, production and distribution channels, 
as well as social and ecological standards in advance. 

in order to provide the growing number of exhibitors an optimal presentation platform, TheKeY.
To will this year see the fair divided into style and market related sections: The KiTChen, The 
baKerY, The nurserY and The maGaZine. here the shown designers will range from classic 
eco brands and urban wear, to kids-wear and devotees of the fashion avant-garde. in addition 
accessories and lifestyle products of the eco-scene will be presented in The GallerY.

on the public day, the 22nd of January, the entire exhibition grounds will open for fashion- 
interested visitors. 

The concept of this winter’s edition is ConsPiraCY. Gereon Pilz van der Grinten, founder 
of TheKeY.To: ”it is a good-hearted Conspiracy. Groundbreaking brands, innovative chains 
of distribution and influential networks team up at TheKeY.To to a powerful, ever growing 
community. we would like to win people over to the idea of creating a global, sustainable and 
creative forward-thinking union. we want to mobilize, and by this give the evolution of an ‘world-
conscious’ fashion the necessary impulse.” 

The event TheKeY.To in addition to its role as an exhibition is a platform for profound knowledge 
exchange and networking, presenting a concentrated frame program including expert workshops, 
round tables and a blogger camps discussing the most important issues of green fashion. 
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Frans Prins, founder of TheKeY.To: “since initiating TheKeY.To two years ago the number 
of green fashion brands presented at the berlin Fashion week has increased from 20 to more 
than 100. The conventional industry is slowly following suit with their own eco-offerings.  Green 
fashion is proving to be not only a trend, and is starting to make its way into the mainstay of 
society. TheKeY.To offers the growing industry a foundation for economic success and 
inspiration and buying agents a high-grade choice in innovation.  
we are a conspiratorial sustainable-fashion-mob disguised as a trade show.”
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